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As the record opens, Coltranes majestic solo
introduces a series of ideas whose symmetry is
continually broken but, ultimately, built up as a
whole greater than the sum of the parts. It starts
with the band, seemingly strolling to measure, but
instead presenting every attitude imaginable in its
first-minute burst of sorrow and despair. Like most
Coltranes recordings, it has its rawness, but this isnt
the fault of the band, which is all but faultless, and
Coltranes is just wonderful throughout. The buoyant
jazzy opening theme on the other hand, is the
creation of a great solo that pushes the precedent
set by Coltranes First Villanelle far beyond what was
possible to conceive even in those early days. From
this it was but a short step to the brutal Bacharach-
sounding middle movement, which, with its over-
driven trumpets and its heavy-breathed and storm-
like chorus, draws together the elements we have
already seen and prepared us for Coltranes
otherworldly exploration of the absolute in later
albums. At the end, yet another great solo by
Coltrane takes up the tale, then its like we are half-
way back to Coltranes first Villanelle, where the
group is back to the slow, weeping progression we
first heard in Coltranes first work. On the second
track, Coltranes Third Villanelle has a much more
traditional bluesy mood and it is from this that he
then leads into the next movement. My favourites
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out of the seven tracks here are John Coltranes
Second Villanelle, whose driving chords prove the
extent of his power of invention, and the profound
and anguished Fourth Villanelle, the most abstract
of all Coltranes compositions. (JP)
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speaking of yorke, here's a little snippet of one of
his most memorable songs, the outro to "creep"

from amnesiac. (the full song is here, but we
recommend you avoid it if you want to keep the

surprise intact.) as previously reported, yorke and
the band also recorded a cover of serge

gainsbourg's "poupée de cire, poupée de son" for
their 2005 album hail to the thief, but it was

relegated to b-side status. (see full tracklist here.)
the plan is that yorke and company will release a
new album in 2015. that's just the next time they

have a scheduled tour, but the band didn't rule out
the possibility of taking a hiatus. "there's no fixed

plan," yorke told time. "one thing you can say is that
we won't ever make a record until we can make a
record we're happy with. i don't think we'll ever
make a record until we know it's the right one."

yorke released two solo albums, the eraser in 2000
and yorke in 2002, and has continued to work as a
solo artist through a series of projects with varying
degrees of success. a new atoms for peace album,

atticus, is due out in march, and yorke also recently
completed a cover of a song by his former arctic

monkeys bandmate alex turner, "fluorescent
adolescent." the duo put out a single in 2009,
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"dance yrself clean," featuring paul weller of the jam
and paul mccartney's son. radiohead also recruited
another legendary musician to create music with,
this time in the form of producer nigel godrich. the
group's last album, 2011's the king of limbs, was
recorded in his home studio, while the new album
may be centered in another studio that godrich

owns in the south of england. while the drummer's
surname is downplaying it, yorke has suggested

they may record in a third-floor bedroom that
previously belonged to jimi hendrix.  5ec8ef588b
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